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1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the study of bump-based methods to modulate the stability of boundary layers (Breuer & Haritonidis, 1990; Breuer & Landahl, 1990; Fischer & Choudhari, 2004; Gaster et al., 1994; Joslin & Grosch, 1995; Rizzetta & Visbal, 2006; Tumin & Reshotko, 2005; White et al., 2005; Worner et al., 2003). These studies are mostly focused on the incompressible regime and have revealed several interesting aspects of bump modulated flows. Surface roughness can influence the location of laminar-turbulent transition by two potential mechanisms. First, they can convert external large-scale disturbances into small-scale boundary layer perturbations, and become possible sources of receptivity. Second, they may generate new disturbances to stabilize or destabilize the boundary layer. Breuer and Haritonidis (Breuer & Haritonidis, 1990) and Breuer and Landahl (Breuer & Landahl, 1990) performed numerical and experimental simulations to study the transient growth of localized weak and strong disturbances in a laminar boundary layer. They demonstrated that the three-dimensionality in the evolution of localized disturbances may be seen at any stage of the transition process and is not necessarily confined to the nonlinear regime of the flow development. For weak disturbances, the initial evolution of the disturbances resulted in the rapid formation of an inclined shear layer, which was in good agreement with inviscid calculations. For strong disturbances, however, transient growth gives rise to distinct nonlinear effects, and it was found that resulting perturbation depends primarily on the initial distribution of vertical velocity. Gaster et al. (Gaster et al., 1994) reported measurements on the velocity field created by a shallow oscillating bump in a boundary layer. They found that the disturbance was entirely confined to the boundary layer, and the spanwise profile of the disturbance field near the bump differed dramatically from that far downstream. Joslin and Grosch (Joslin & Grosch, 1995) performed a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) to duplicate the experimental results by Gaster et al. (Gaster et al., 1994). Far downstream, the bump generated a pair of counter-rotating streamwise vortices just above the wall and on either side of the bump location, which significantly affected the near-wall flow structures. Worner et al. (Worner et al., 2003) numerically studied the effect of a localized hump on Tollmien-Schlichting waves traveling across it in a two-dimensional laminar boundary layer. They observed that the destabilization by a localized hump was much stronger when its height was increased as opposed to its width. Further, a rounded shape was less destabilizing than a rectangular shape.

Researchers have also studied the effect of surface roughness on transient growth. White et al. (White et al., 2005) described experiments to explore the receptivity of transient disturbances to surface roughness. The initial disturbances were generated by a spanwise-periodic array of roughness elements. The results indicated that the streamwise
flow was decelerated near the protuberances, but that farther downstream the streamwise flow included both accelerated and decelerated regions. Some of the disturbances produced by the spanwise roughness array underwent a period of transient growth. Fischer and Choudhari (Fischer & Choudhari, 2004) presented a numerical study to examine the roughness-induced transient growth in a laminar boundary layer. The results showed that the ratio of roughness size relative to array spacing was a primary control variable in roughness-induced transient growth. Tumin and Reshotko (Tumin & Reshotko, 2005) solved the receptivity of boundary layer flow to a three dimensional hump with the help of an expansion of the linearized solution of the Navier-Stokes equations into the biorthogonal eigenfunction system. They observed that two counter-rotating streamwise vortices behind the hump entrained the high-speed fluid towards the surface boundary layer. Rizzetta and Visbal (Rizzetta & Visbal, 2006) used DNS to study the effect of an array of spanwise periodic cylindrical roughness elements on flow instability. A pair of co-rotating horseshoe vortices was observed, which did not influence the transition process, while the breakdown of an unstable shear layer formed above the element surface played a strong role in the initiation of transition.

Although the effect of physical bumps on flow instabilities has been studied extensively, far fewer studies have explored the impact of thermal bumps. A thermal bump may be particularly effective at supersonic and hypersonic speeds. One approach to introduce the bump is through an electromagnetic discharge in which motion is induced by collisional momentum transfer from charged to neutral particles through the action of a Lorentz force (Adelgren et al., 2005; Enloe et al., 2004; Leonov et al., 2001; Roth et al., 2000; Shang, 2002; Shang et al., 2005). Another approach is through a high-frequency electric discharge (Samimy et al., 2007). Joule heating is a natural outcome of such interactions, and is assumed to be the primary influence of the notional electric discharge plasma employed here to influence flow stability.

For supersonic and hypersonic flows, heat injection for control have considered numerous mechanisms, including DC discharges (Shang et al., 2005), microwave discharges (Leonov et al., 2001) and lasers (Adelgren et al., 2005). Recently however, Samimy et al. (Samimy et al., 2007) have employed Localized Arc Filament Plasma Actuators in a fundamentally unsteady manner to influence flow stability. The technique consists of an arc filament initiated between electrodes embedded on the surface to generate rapid (on the time scale of a few microseconds) local heating. Samimy et al. (Samimy et al., 2007) employed this method in the control of high speed and high Reynolds number jets. The results showed that forcing the jet with $m = \pm 1$ mode at the preferred column mode frequency provided the maximum mixing enhancement, while significantly reducing the jet potential core length and increasing the jet centerline velocity decay rate beyond the end of the potential core.

Yan et al. (Yan et al., 2007; 2008) studied the steady heating effect on a Mach 1.5 laminar boundary layer. Far downstream of the heating, a series of counter-rotating streamwise vortex pairs were observed above the wall on the each side of the heating element. This implies that the main mechanism of the thermal bump displays some degree of similarity to that of the physical bump. This finding motivates the further study on thermal bumps since they have several advantages over physical bumps. These include the ability to switch on and off on-demand, and to pulse at any desired frequency combination. Yan and Gaitonde (Yan & Gaitonde, 2010) studied both the steady and pulsed thermal rectangular bumps in supersonic boundary layer. For the steady bump, the velocity fluctuation profile across the span bore some similarity to the physical bump in an overall sense. The disturbance decayed.
Thermal Perturbations in Supersonic Transition downstream, suggesting that the linear stability theory applies. For pulsed heating, non-linear dynamic vortex interactions caused disturbances to grow dramatically downstream. Yan and Gaitonde (Yan & Gaitonde, 2011) assessed the effect of the geometry of the thermal bump and the pulsing properties. It was shown that the rectangular element was more effective than the circular counterpart. The smaller width of the rectangular element produced higher disturbance energy, while the full-span heating indicated delayed growth of the disturbances. The disturbance energy increased with the initial temperature variation, and the lower frequency produced lesser disturbance energy.

This chapter summarizes some of the key findings in thermal perturbation induced supersonic flow transition in our research group. The chapter is organized as follows. The flow configuration, setup and numerical components are described first. The effect of the pulsed heating is then explored in the context of disturbance energy growth, and correlated with linear stability analysis. Subsequently, the phenomenology of the non-linear dynamics between the vortices produced by the pulsed bump and the compressible boundary layer is examined with emphasis on later stages of the boundary layer transition.

2. Flow configuration

A Mach 1.5 flat plate flow is considered with the total temperature and pressure of 325 K and $3.7 \times 10^5$ Pa, respectively. The thermal bump is imposed as a surface heating element and centered in the spanwise direction as shown schematically in Fig. 1. For some simulations, the

![Fig. 1. Flat plate with thermal bump](image)

nominally two-dimensional case is considered where the bump extends cross the entire span of the plate. Even for this case, the three-dimensional domain is discretized since the primary disturbance growth is three-dimensional. The heating effect is modeled as a time-dependent step surface temperature rise $\Delta T_w$ with a monochromatic pulsing frequency ($f$) and duty cycle as shown in Fig. 2, where the pulsing time period $T_t = 1/f$. The subscript $w$ denotes the value at the wall. For simplicity, it is assumed that $\Delta T_w = T_w - T_{w0}$, where $T_w$ and $T_{w0}$ are wall temperature inside and outside of the heating region, respectively, and $T_{w0}$ is fixed at the adiabatic temperature ($T_{ad}$) as shown in Fig. 1. In all perturbed simulations, the heating element is placed immediately upstream of the first neutral point in the stability neutral curve for an adiabatic flat plate boundary layer with the freestream Mach number ($M_\infty$) of 1.5. The stability diagram, shown in Fig. 3, is obtained from the Langley Stability and Transition Analysis Codes (LASTRAC) (Chang, 2004). LASTRAC performs linear calculations and transition correlation by using the $N$-factor method based on linear stability theory, where the $N$ factor is defined by $N = \int_{s_0}^{s_1} \gamma ds$, and $s_0$ is the point at which the disturbance first begins to grow, $s_1$ is the end point of the integration, which may be at upstream or downstream of where transition is correlated and $\gamma$ is the characteristic growth rate of the disturbance. For disturbances at $f = 100$ kHz, the first neutral point is located at the Reynolds number of $Re = 610$ based on the similarity boundary-layer length scale ($\eta$) defined as $\eta = \sqrt{Re_\infty \nu_{\infty} / u_{\infty}}$, where $\nu_\infty$ and $u_\infty$ are the freestream kinematic viscosity...
Fig. 2. Two time periods of surface temperature rise, $T_i$

Fig. 3. Neutral curve for Mach 1.5 adiabatic flat plate boundary layer and streamwise velocity, respectively and is shown as the solid rectangle in Fig. 3. The local Reynolds number based on the running distance from the leading edge of the plate is defined by $Re_x = Re^2$. Thus, the distance from the leading edge of the plate to the leading edge of the heating element is 7.65 mm (i.e. corresponding to $Re = 610$). The nominal spanwise distance between bumps is determined from the most unstable mode, which for the present Mach number is oblique. The N factor profile, shown in Fig. 4 for different spanwise wave lengths ($\lambda$) at $M_\infty=1.5$ and $f = 100$ kHz, indicates that $\lambda = 2$ mm is the most unstable mode. Thus, the nominal distance between two adjacent heating elements is set to 2 mm to excite the most unstable wave. This is accomplished by choosing a spanwise periodic condition on a domain of 2 mm, at the center of which a bump is enforced.

$^1 Re_x$ grows linearly with $x$ and is adopted in all the figures and tables except in the neutral stability curve figure, where $Re$ is used instead.
3. Numerical model

The governing equations are the full compressible 3-D Navier-Stokes equations. The Roe scheme (Roe, 1981) is employed together with the Monotone Upstream-centered Schemes for Conservation Laws (MUSCL)(Van Leer, 1979) to obtain up to nominal third order accuracy in space. Solution monotonicity is imposed with the harmonic limiter described by Van Leer (Van Leer, 1979). Given the stringent time-step-size limitation of explicit schemes, an implicit approximately factored second-order time integration method with a sub-iteration strategy is implemented to reduce computing cost. The time step is fixed at $4.2 \times 10^{-8}$ s for all the cases.

The Cartesian coordinate system is adopted with $x$, $y$ and $z$ in the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise direction, respectively. The $x$ axis is placed through the center of the plate with the origin placed at the leading edge of the plate. The computational domain is $L_x = 38$ mm long, $L_y = 20$ mm high and $L_z = 2$ mm wide for case 1, and $L_x = 76$ mm long, $L_y = 51$ mm high and $L_z = 2$ mm wide for cases 2 and 3. This is determined by taking two factors into consideration. In the streamwise direction, the domain is long enough to capture three-dimensional effects induced by heating and to eliminate the non-physical effects at the outflow boundary. Based on this constraint, the Reynolds number at the trailing edge of the plate is $Re_L = 1.80 \times 10^6$ for case 1, and $3.68 \times 10^6$ for cases 2 and 3. In the wall-normal direction, the domain is high enough to avoid the reflection of leading edge shock onto the surface. The upper boundary is positioned at $86\delta_L$ above the wall for case 1, and $220\delta_L$ for cases 2 and 3, where $\delta_L$ is the boundary layer thickness at the trailing edge of the plate. The velocity, pressure and density in the figures shown in Section Results and analyses are normalized by $u_\infty$, $p_\infty$ and $\rho_\infty$, respectively. The vorticity is normalized by $u_\infty / L_x$, where $u_\infty = 450$ m/s and $L_x = 0.038$ m.

The grid is refined near the leading edge of the flat plate and near the heating element. Approximately 150 grid points are employed inside the boundary layer at the leading edge of
the heating element to resolve the viscous layer and capture the heat release process. Previous results (Yan & Gaitonde, 2008) indicated that this is fine enough to capture the near-field effect of the thermal perturbation. The grid sizes are $477 \times 277 \times 81$ in the $x$, $y$ and $z$ direction, respectively for case 1, and $854 \times 297 \times 81$ for cases 2 and 3.

For boundary conditions, the stagnation temperature and pressure and Mach number are fixed at the inflow. The no-slip condition with a fixed wall temperature is used on the wall. The pulse is imposed as a sudden jump as shown in Fig. 2. The symmetry condition is enforced at the spanwise boundary to simulate spanwise periodic series of heating elements spaced $L_z$ apart in the finite-span bump cases. This boundary condition is also suitable to mimic two-dimensional perturbation in the full-span bump case. First-order extrapolation is applied at the outflow and upper boundaries.

4. Results and analyses

The study is comprised of two parts. The first part studies the effects of the pulsed bump whose properties are listed in case 1 in Table 1. The pulsed bump introduces the disturbance at $f = 100 \text{ kHz}$, and is located at $Re_0 = 610^2 = 0.3721 \times 10^6$, immediately upstream of the first neutral point ($Re=610$) for this particular frequency, where the subscript 0 denotes the streamwise location of the thermal bump. The Reynolds number at the trailing edge of the plate is $Re_L = 1341^2 = 1.80 \times 10^6$, which corresponds to the location immediately downstream of the second neutral point ($Re =1300$) as shown in Fig. 3. The rectangular bump is considered with spanwise width ($w$) of 1 mm and its streamwise length ($l$) is arbitrarily set to 0.2 mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$w/l$ (mm)</th>
<th>$f$ (kHz)</th>
<th>$Re_L \times 10^{-6}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/0.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/0.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/0.2 (full span)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Classification of cases simulated, $\Delta T_w = 0.76T_{ad}$, $Re_0 = 0.3721 \times 10^6$

The second part examines the breakdown process at later stages of flow evolvement. To this end, the plate is extended far downstream of the second neutral point to $Re = 1918$ ($Re_L = 3.68 \times 10^6$) as shown in Fig. 3. Both 3D and 2D thermal bumps are considered. The cases are denoted as cases 2 and 3 in Table 1.

4.1 Effect of pulsed bump

4.1.1 Unperturbed flow (basic state)

The basic or unperturbed state is a Mach 1.5 adiabatic flat plate boundary layer with Reynolds number at the trailing edge of the plate of $Re_L = 1.80 \times 10^6$. Figs. 5 and 6 show the streamwise and wall-normal velocity profiles along the $y$ direction at $Re_L = 1.4 \times 10^6$ at the spanwise center and side of the plate. The $y$ coordinate is normalized with the local theoretical boundary layer thickness ($\delta$). Both boundary layer thickness and velocity profiles are predicted correctly compared to the compressible boundary layer theory. In particular, the wall-normal velocity, which is of much smaller order $v \sim u_\infty / \sqrt{Re_L}$, is captured correctly as well. The fact that the profiles on the center and side of the plate collapse demonstrates flow two-dimensionality as expected.
4.1.2 Perturbed flow by pulsed bump

A pulsed thermal bump at a frequency of 100 kHz is turned on to introduce the disturbance after the basic state is obtained. Recall that the bump is placed immediately upstream of the first neutral point (where $Re = 610$) for disturbances at frequency of 100 kHz.

---

Fig. 5. Streamwise velocity in the $y$ direction at $Re_x = 1.4 \times 10^6$ (basic state for case 1)

Fig. 6. Vertical velocity in the $y$ direction at $Re_x = 1.4 \times 10^6$ (basic state for case 1)
For all the pulsed heating cases, the solution is marched until a statistically stationary state is obtained. This determination is made by monitoring all primitive variables at several points in the domain. Mean statistics are then gathered over numerous cycles until time invariant values are obtained. The instantaneous results presented are those obtained after the time-mean quantities reach invariant values.

Fig. 7 shows the instantaneous streamwise vorticity contours on the wall. Since these values are plotted after the flow reaches an asymptotic state, the vortex pattern is formed by the dynamic vortex interaction from numerous heating pulses. When the bump is pulsed, a complex vortex shedding and dynamic interaction process results in a vortical pattern with the alternating sign in the streamwise direction. These structures are constrained in the spanwise direction, but move away from the surface, which will be shown in the time-mean values. Smaller eddies are observed at about $Re_x = 1.25 \times 10^6$ near the central region and intensified downstream of $Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6$.

The effect of pulsing on the time-mean streamwise vorticity is shown in Fig. 8. The spanwise-varying streaky structures are formed downstream with concentration in the central region and intensified after $Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6$. These results bear some similarity to free shear flow control with tabs. For example, Zaman et al. (Zaman et al., 1994) demonstrated with a comprehensive experimental study that the pressure variation induced by the tabs installed on the nozzle wall generated streamwise vorticity, which significantly enhanced the mixing downstream of the nozzle exit.

The vortex interaction and penetration can be seen on the cross sections in Fig. 9. The first cross section (Fig. 9(a)) is cut immediately downstream of the bump, therefore the top pair
Fig. 9. Time-mean $\omega_x$ on different cross sections (case 1)

(a) $Re_x = 0.38 \times 10^6$

(b) $Re_x = 0.5 \times 10^6$

(c) $Re_x = 1.0 \times 10^6$

(d) $Re_x = 1.25 \times 10^6$

(e) $Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6$

(f) $Re_x = 1.75 \times 10^6$
of vortices above the wall possesses the same sign as that at the leading edge of the bump shown in Fig. 8 (positive at \( z = 0.5w \) and negative at \( z = -0.5w \)). As they move downstream, they are lifted away from the wall and induce additional vortices near the wall to satisfy the no-slip condition as well on the sides where periodic conditions apply. The original pairs form a double \( \Lambda \) pattern as indicated in Fig. 9(b). As they move downstream, vortices are stretched and intensified as shown in Fig. 9(c). At \( Re_x = 1.25 \times 10^6 \) (Fig. 9(d)), the vortex pattern is distorted and the vortices break into smaller eddies. This leads to the complex vortex dynamic interaction downstream at \( Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6 \) (Fig. 9(e)), which completely distorts the double \( \Lambda \) pattern and results in a vortex trace that appears to move towards the center region. At the last station (Fig. 9(f)), the vorticity is intensified around the center region.

The accumulated effect of the streamwise vorticity distorts the basic state in nonlinear fashion. Fig. 10 shows the streamwise perturbation velocity contours on the downstream cross sections. The quantity plotted is \( \bar{u} - u_b \), where \( \bar{u} \) is the time-mean value of the pulsed case. Please note change in contour levels between Figs. 9 and 10. Immediately downstream of the bump (Fig. 10(a)), a velocity excess region is formed above the wall due to flow expansion. Proceeding downstream, a velocity deficit is generated downstream of the center of the heating element, while an excess is observed on both sides of the bump (Fig. 10(b)). This behavior is similar to the observation in the flow over a shallow bump studied by Joslin and Grosch (Joslin & Grosch, 1995) and the steady heating case discussed earlier. The intensity of the excess region is at the same level as that in the steady heating (compare Fig. 10(a) with Fig. 9(a)). Proceeding downstream, the pulsed bump behaves differently from the steady one. The velocity distortion is amplified as seen in Figs. 10(c) and (d). The velocity excess regions grow in the region near the wall across the entire span of the domain (Figs. 10(e) and (f)) as the streamwise vortices bring the high-momentum fluid from the freestream towards the wall.

The above observations are further explored in Fig. 11, which plots \( \bar{u} \) and \( u' = \bar{u} - u_b \) along the \( y \) direction at \( z = 0 \) and \( z = 0.5w \) (i.e., at the spanwise edge of the bump). The intensity of the velocity excess in the near-wall region increases along the downstream and reaches about 20% of \( u_{in} \) at \( Re_x = 1.75 \times 10^6 \), while in the outer region, a velocity deficit is observed. This results in an inflection point in the mean flow near the centerline (Fig. 11(a)), giving rise to the rapid breakdown observed in Fig. 9. On the edges of the bump, the flow is accelerated cross the entire boundary layer and no inflection points are observed (Fig. 11(b)).

The strength of disturbance energy growth for the compressible flow is measured by the energy norm proposed by Tumin and Reshotko (Tumin & Reshotko, 2001) as

\[
E = \int_0^\infty \bar{q}^T A\bar{q} dy
\]

where \( \bar{q} \) and \( A \) are the perturbation amplitude vector and diagonal matrix, respectively, and are expressed as

\(
\bar{q} = (u', v', w', \rho', T')^T
\)

\[
A = \text{diag}[\rho, \rho, \rho, T / (\gamma \rho M_{\infty}^2), \rho / (\gamma (\gamma - 1) TM_{\infty}^2)]
\]

The first three terms represent the components of the kinetic disturbance energy denoted as \( E_u, E_v \) and \( E_w \), respectively and the last two represent the thermodynamic disturbance energy as \( E_T \). The spanwise-averaged disturbance energy is plotted in Fig. 12. The initial growth rate of the total disturbance energy is small and becomes larger as the disturbances are amplified in the region of \( 0.9 \times 10^6 < Re_x < 1.4 \times 10^6 \). The disturbances then saturate and reach finite amplitude shown as a plateau in Fig. 12(a). At this stage, the flow reaches
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Fig. 10. $u' = \bar{u} - u_b$ on different cross sections (case 1)
a new state which becomes a basic state on which secondary instabilities can grow (Schmid & Henningson, 2001). The new basic state is represented by the appearance of the inflection point at \( Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6 \) in the left plot of Fig. 11(a). The disturbances grow more rapidly after \( Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6 \) because the secondary instability susceptible to high frequency disturbances usually grows more rapidly than the primary instabilities. The thermodynamic disturbance energy \( (E_p \text{ and } E_T) \) in Fig. 12 (b) shows a similar trend except for a spike in the vicinity of the thermal bump as expected. However the thermodynamic components are four orders of magnitude lower than the \( E_u \), indicating that the primary disturbance quickly develops a vortical nature.

With pulsed heating, the disturbances grow significantly downstream and the flow becomes highly inflectional. The observation is consistent with the linear stability theory. However the velocity fluctuation reaches 20% of \( u_\infty \) at the downstream, indicating that non-linear growth comes into the play and the assumption that disturbances are infinitesimal is not valid any

![Graphs showing disturbance growth in different Reynolds numbers and locations](image1.png)

Fig. 11. \( \bar{u} \) and \( u' = \bar{u} - u_b \) along the y direction (case 1)
more. Thus, the dynamic vortex non-linear interaction plays an important role in the later development of the sustained disturbance growth, and will be discussed in the following section.

4.2 Analyses of breakdown process

This section explores the phenomenology of the non-linear dynamics between the vortices produced by the bump and the compressible boundary layer. To this end, the domain size is extended in both streamwise and normal directions relative to the case 1, but the spanwise width remains unchanged. The Reynolds number at the end of the plate is \( Re_L = 3.68 \times 10^6 \). Two cases (cases 2 and 3 in Table 1) are examined; the first considers a three-dimensional perturbation associated with a finite-span thermal bump, and the second is comprised of full-span disturbances. In both cases, the bump is positioned at the same streamwise location as in the case 1 with the same pulsing frequency and magnitude shown in Table 1.

A new basic state (no perturbation) is obtained for the cases with the extended domain. In the absence of imposed perturbations, no tendency is observed towards transition even at the higher Reynolds number. Figs. 13 and 14 show the streamwise and wall-normal velocity profiles along the \( y \) direction at \( Re_x = 3.5 \times 10^6 \). The comparisons with the compressible theoretical profiles are good and the fact that the profiles on the center and side of the plate collapse demonstrates flow two-dimensionality as expected.

The heating element is turned on after the basic state is obtained. For the finite-span case, a series of counter-rotating streamwise vortices are generated at the edges of the thermal bump by heating induced surface pressure variation as discussed earlier. These vortices shed from their origins when the element is switched off, forming a traveling vortical pattern with an alternating sign in the streamwise direction up to \( Re_x = 1.25 \times 10^6 \) as shown in Fig. 15(a), where the instantaneous streamwise vorticity contours are plotted on the wall. Further downstream, small organized alternating structures appear near the center region at \( Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6 \). Up to this point, the perturbed flow structures are similar to case 1 as expected. Subsequently, the vortices are intensified at about \( Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6 \) due to vortex stretching.
Fig. 13. Streamwise velocity in the $y$ direction at $Re_x = 3.5 \times 10^6$ (basic state for cases 2 and 3)

Fig. 14. Vertical velocity in the $y$ direction at $Re_x = 3.5 \times 10^6$ (basic state for cases 2 and 3)
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Fig. 15. Instantaneous $\omega_x$ contours on the wall (cases 2 and 3)

and interaction, which is described in more detail later. After $Re_x = 2.5 \times 10^6$, the flow tends to relax to a relatively universal stage. The full-span case shows a different development as shown in Fig. 15(b). The counter-rotating vortices are not observed immediately downstream of the bump. Rather, an asymmetric instantaneous vortical pattern is initiated with small successive structures starting at about $Re_x = 1.25 \times 10^6$, which are concentrated on the lower half of the domain. The fact that these small structures occur at the same location for both cases suggests that they are unlikely to be related to the original counter-rotating vortices, and an inherent stability mechanism that stimulates their appearance.

The vortex development is examined in a three-dimensional fashion in Fig. 16 which shows the iso-surface of the non-dimensionalized vorticity magnitude at $|\omega| = 100$ colored with the distance from the wall. This iso-level is chosen to reveal the near-wall structures. For visualization purpose, the $y$ and $z$ axes are equally stretched with a ratio to the $x$ axis of 10. The same length unit is used for these three axes and Reynolds numbers are only marked for discussion purpose. Thus the structures are closer to the wall and more elongated in the streamwise direction than they appear in the plot. In the finite-span case shown in Fig. 16(a), a sheet of vorticity is generated by the wall shear and rolls up into three rows of hairpin-like vortices across the span at about $Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6$. The vortices are then slightly lifted away from the wall at about $Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6$. Correspondingly, the vortices are stretched in the streamwise direction in the wall region, resulting in the intensification of streamwise
vorticity as previously shown in Fig. 15(a). The vortices become weaker as the flow relaxes further downstream. As shown in Fig. 16(b), hairpin-like structures are also observed for the full-span case, but they develop in an asymmetric fashion. Similar to the full-span case, vortex stretching in the lifting process induces strong streamwise vorticity in the wall region.

The hairpin structures are better displayed by lowering the iso-levels to $|\omega| = 25$ as shown in Fig. 17. The hairpin-like vortices are initiated across the span at about $Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6$.

![Fig. 17. Iso-surface of instantaneous vorticity magnitude at $|\omega| = 25$, $x : y = 1 : 10$, $x : z = 1 : 10$ (cases 2 and 3)](image)

The legs of the hairpin constitute a pair of counter-rotating vortices oriented in the streamwise direction in the wall region. They are mainly comprised of $\omega_z$ and can be difficult to discern in the total vorticity iso-surface plot since the spanwise vorticity $\omega_y$ is dominant in the boundary layer. On the other hand, the heads, mainly comprised of $\omega_z$, can be easily identified in the total vorticity variable because they penetrate into the boundary layer about $2.24\delta$ and $2.35\delta$ at $Re_x = 2.5 \times 10^6$ and $3.5 \times 10^5$, respectively, where $\delta$ is the local unperturbed laminar boundary layer thickness. It is also observed that for the full-span case, the hairpin vortices are tilted higher in the boundary layer than in the finite-span case. The fact that hairpin vortices appear in the full-span case confirms that the initial counter-rotating streamwise vortices are not a necessity in generating the hairpin vortices.

The vorticity concentration can be viewed through vorticity deviation from the basic state as shown in Fig. 18. Looking downstream, close examination reveals that the right leg rotates with positive $\omega_x$ and the head with negative $\omega_z$. Three hairpin vortices are annotated on the plot. The legs can be more clearly seen in the iso-surface of $\omega_x$ difference in Fig. 19 and the head in the iso-surface of $\omega_z$ difference in Fig. 20. Since the value of $\omega$ changes, the structures appear to be broken, but other values confirm the coherence of the structures. The hairpin vortices are aligned in the streamwise direction, forming a pattern similar to K-type breakdown, which results from fundamental modes (Klebanoff et al., 1962). In addition, they appear to be highly asymmetric for both cases. Robinson (Robinson, 1991) pointed out that in a turbulent boundary layer, the symmetry of vortex was predominantly distorted, yielding structures designated “one-legged hairpins”. Fig. 21 shows a hairpin vortex schematically. Low-momentum fluid is lifted away from the wall between the legs while high-momentum fluid from the freestream is brought down to the wall outside the legs.

The above described motion of the hairpin vortices alters the velocity distribution in the wall region. In the finite-span case, the passage of the counter-rotating vortices generates
Fig. 18. Iso-surface of instantaneous vorticity magnitude difference at $|\omega| - (|\omega|)_b = 25$, $x : y = 1 : 10$, $x : z = 1 : 10$ (cases 2 and 3)

Fig. 19. Iso-surface of instantaneous streamwise vorticity difference at $\omega_x - (\omega_z)_b = \pm 15$, $x : y = 1 : 10$, $x : z = 1 : 10$ (cases 2 and 3)

Fig. 20. Iso-surface of instantaneous spanwise vorticity difference $\omega_z - (\omega_z)_b = 25$, $x : y = 1 : 10$, $x : z = 1 : 10$ (cases 2 and 3)
Fig. 21. Schematic of hairpin vortex in pulsed heating

several streamwise streaks in the center region and a low-speed streak is flanked alternately by high and low-speed streaks as shown in Fig. 22(a), which plots the instantaneous streamwise velocity ($u$) contours at the first grid point above the wall (i.e. $y = \delta_0/200$). The central low-speed region is intensified and concentrated towards the center between $1.5 \times 10^6 < Re_x < 2.0 \times 10^6$, resulting in a strong growth of the boundary layer as shown in Fig. 22(b), which depicts the velocity contours on the symmetry plane passing through the center of the domain. At $Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6$ which is just downstream of the second neutral point, the flow pattern changes dramatically. The low-speed streaks weaken in the wall region and the near-wall low-momentum region becomes thinner as the hairpin vortices pump the low-momentum fluid away from the wall. Strong three-dimensional fluctuations are observed in the upper portion of the boundary layer where the hairpin vortices interact with the high-momentum fluid, leading to the boundary layer distortion.

In the full-span case, the initial spanwise structures are almost two-dimensional in nature. Subsequently, the low-speed streaks are formed at about the location where the hairpin vortices start to appear as shown in Fig. 23(a). This indicates that the low-speed streaks are the footprints of the hairpin vortices. The boundary layer growth is not as strong as that in the finite-span case between $1.5 \times 10^6 < Re_x < 2.0 \times 10^6$ (compare Figs. 23(b) and 22(b)). However, downstream of $Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6$, strong three-dimensional fluctuations are observed, similar to the finite-span case. It suggests that the non-linear disturbance growth becomes dominant and the initial disturbance form becomes less important. This
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(a) $y = \delta_0/200$ (b) on the center plane

Fig. 23. Instantaneous $u$ contours for the full-span case (case 3)

is confirmed in the disturbance energy growth in Fig. 24, which plots the spanwise-averaged
time-mean total disturbance energy for both finite- and full-span cases. The energy growth
in the 2-D perturbations is much weaker than that in the 3-D ones near the bump. However,
as the non-linear stability mechanism becomes dominant after about $Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6$, the
disturbance energy growth in both cases becomes comparable.

The accumulated effect of high-frequency pulsing is now described by the time-mean
quantities. Only the finite-span results are shown unless otherwise specified. The time-mean
pressure ($p$) contours are shown on the center plane in Fig. 25. A series of expansion waves is
formed at about $Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6$ and propagates outside the boundary layer. This is caused by
the strong boundary layer distortion as shown in the time-mean streamwise velocity contours
on the center plane in Fig. 26. The momentum thickness at $Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6$ is increased by
a factor of 1.7 compared to that in laminar flow, indicating that the boundary layer is highly
energized downstream of $Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6$ and shows signs of transition to turbulence. The
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expansion waves in the downstream location are also partially observed in case 1, in which the outlet boundary is set at \( Re_L = 1.80 \times 10^6 \).

The boundary layer distortion can be assessed by the variation of shape factor \( H \) obtained from the mean velocity profile as shown in Fig. 27. The shape factor for the basic state, shown for comparison, reaches an asymptotic value of 2.6 as the flow becomes fully-developed laminar (Fig. 27(a)). With heating, the mean flow is strongly distorted, causing the shape factor to oscillate taking values of 2.85 and 1.35 between \( Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6 \) and \( 2.0 \times 10^6 \), respectively as shown in Fig. 27(a). A lower shape factor indicates a fuller velocity profile. After \( Re_x = 2.0 \times 10^6 \) the shape factor decreases rapidly, indicating an increase of the flow momentum in the boundary layer, and starts to level off around \( Re_x = 3.0 \times 10^6 \). Strong spanwise non-uniformity is observed at \( Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6 \) and \( 2.0 \times 10^6 \) as shown in Fig. 27(b), while in later stages, only mild distortion is observed and the shape factor reduces to around 1.5, which is close to the turbulent value.

Features of the turbulence statistics are examined through the transformed velocity and Reynolds stresses. Fig. 28 shows the transformed velocity profiles at different downstream locations along the center line \( (z=0) \) and the side line of the bump \( (z=-0.5w) \). In the viscous sublayer of a compressible turbulent boundary layer where \( y^+ < 5 \), the turbulent stresses are negligible compared to viscous stress and the velocity near the wall grows linearly with the distance from the wall as \( u^+ = y^+ \), where \( u^+ \) is defined as \( u_{vd}/u_\tau \), and \( y^+ \) as \( yu_\tau/\nu \). The friction velocity \( u_\tau \) is defined as \( \sqrt{\tau_w/\rho_w} \), where \( \tau_w \) is wall stress. The detailed formulation of the transformed velocity \( u_{vd} \) may be found in Smits and Dussauge (Smits & Dussauge, 2006).
Good agreement is found with the theory at different Reynolds numbers at both center and side locations. The turbulent stresses become large between $y^+ > 30$ and $y/\delta \ll 1$ where the log law holds with $u^+ = \frac{1}{\kappa} \ln(y^+) + C$ with $\kappa = 0.4$ and $C = 5.1$ (Smits & Dussauge, 2006). It is shown in Fig. 28 that the logarithmic region gradually forms with increasing Reynolds number and the velocity slope approaches the log law. However, a large discrepancy remains between the velocity profile at the end of the plate ($Re_x = 3.5 \times 10^6$) and the log law, indicating that the perturbed flow has not reached fully-developed turbulence.

The Reynolds stress profiles are shown to further examine the evolution of the flow. Fig. 29 shows the streamwise Reynolds stress ($\overline{\rho u' u'}$) and Reynolds shear stress ($\overline{\rho u' v'}$) normalized by the local wall stress ($\tau_w$) at $Re_x = 3.5 \times 10^6$. Note that the local boundary layer thickness $\delta$ varies across the span. Experimental and numerical results by other researchers (Johnson, 2006) are also shown for comparison.
Fig. 29. Reynolds stress for the finite-span case (case 2) & Rose, 1975; Konrad, 1993; Konrad & Smits, 1998; Muck et al., 1984; Yan et al., 2002; Zheltovodov et al., 1990) are plotted for comparison. The predicted streamwise Reynolds stress presents a similar trend to the experiments and other numerical data. It reaches the peak at about $y = 0.05\delta - 0.1\delta$ and decays rapidly between $0.1\delta < y < 0.3\delta$. A large spanwise variation of the peak value is observed with the value at $z = 0$ being 1.8 times that at $z = -0.5w$. The same observation holds for the Reynolds shear stress as shown in Fig. 29(b), which is a main source of turbulence production in the wall-bounded flows. The largely scattered data implies that the flow is still in transitional stage, where the strong non-linear disturbances continue to extract energy from the mean flow to maintain their mobility before the energy redistribution equilibrates and the flow exhibits some features of fully-developed turbulence. This is also consistent with that the mean velocity profile being located above the log law in Fig. 28.

Overall, the effect of the disturbance introduced by thermal bumps is observed to follow classical stability theory in the linear growth region. For the parameters considered, the gross features of transitional flow appear near the second neutral point. These features consist of hairpin vortex structures which are non-staggered and resemble K-type transition. Comparison of 3-D (finite span) with 2-D (full span) perturbations effects indicate that although the near field consequences of the bump are profoundly different, the development further downstream is relatively similar, suggesting a common non-linear mechanism associated with the interaction of the disturbance with the boundary layer vorticity.

5. Concluding remarks

This chapter explores the stability mechanism of a thermally perturbed Mach 1.5 flat plate boundary layer. With pulsed heating at frequency of 100 kHz immediately upstream of the first neutral point, non-linear dynamic vortex interactions cause disturbances to grow dramatically downstream and the maximum velocity fluctuation reaches about 20% of $u_{\infty}$. The inflectional velocity profile makes the flow highly susceptible to the secondary instabilities.
The dynamic vortex interaction at later stages of the boundary layer development is studied by extending the flat plate further downstream. Hairpin structures, considered as one kind of the basic structures in turbulence, are observed and serve to increase the momentum in the wall region. The fact that the hairpin vortices are observed in the full-span case suggests that the initial counter-rotating vortices generated by the finite-span bump might not be directly associated with the formation of hairpin structures. The boundary layer is observed to grow noticeably downstream relative to the unperturbed case. The Reynolds stresses and shape factor profiles suggest that the boundary layer is approaching turbulence, but remains transitional at the end of the computational domain. These results suggest that pulsed heating can be used as an effective mechanism to modulate the supersonic laminar-turbulence transition. One effective way to generate pulsed heating is through plasma actuator where Joule heating and electrode heating are effectively assumed as surface heating.
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